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Abstract

We characterise the distribution of the rand/US dollar exchange rate returns in two ways: (i)

using realised moments estimated from intra-day data; and (ii) using implied market expecta-

tions of the rand exchange rate extracted from options prices. We begin by showing that these

distributions can be used to contextualise rand movements and summarise the extent of rand

uncertainty and tail risk. We then conduct a simple exercise to evaluate whether information

on the variance of the rand returns distributions can be used to improve the South African

Reserve Bank’s rand forecasts. We find that, while these rand forecasts show little bias, the

magnitude of the forecast errors can be reduced and the directional accuracy improved sub-

stantially by incorporating historical and implied estimates of rand variance in the forecasting

model. This effect is particularly pronounced at longer forecast horizons.
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1 Introduction1

Exchange rate forecasting is widely regarded as a difficult task, because exchange rates typ-

ically exhibit the characteristics of a random walk (i.e. they often follow no clear trend and

appear to move at random). Nevertheless, central banks typically publish exchange rate fore-

casts and they represent an important input into monetary policy decision-making. For an

inflation-targeting central bank in a small open economy, like the South African Reserve Bank

(SARB), variations in the exchange rate may impact on inflation and inflation expectations via

their effect on the prices of imported goods and services. Exchange rate fluctuations may

also impact on the terms of trade, the distribution of economic activity among the tradeable

and non-tradeable sectors and the expected rate of economic growth. Regular evaluation and

continuous development of central bank exchange rate forecasting procedures is therefore an

important area of activity.

The SARB produces quarterly forecasts of the rand/US dollar exchange rate by creating an

implied rand forecast from its model of the nominal effective exchange rate of the rand. In this

paper, we investigate whether information on the shape of the rand return distribution can be

used to refine the SARB’s rand forecast. We characterise the distribution of rand returns in

two ways. First, we estimate the realised distribution of rand returns by combining information

on intra-day rand bid and ask prices. In this way, we obtain a backward-looking historical

record of the behaviour of rand returns. Second, we compute forward-looking estimates of

the rand return distribution from options data following the computational routines described

by Malz (1997, 2014). Options are financial derivatives that confer the right to the buyers of

such instruments to buy or sell the underlying currency at a specific price within a specific

period. The options-implied distributions summarise market expectations of rand exchange

rate movements that are embedded in options prices, which reflect traders’ beliefs about the

range of possible outcomes and their expected probabilities. Many central banks use options

prices to characterise the distribution of market expectations of future currency movements,

as well as to gauge expected exchange rate uncertainty (examples include Eitrheim 1999,

Castren 2005, Gereben and Pinter 2005, Lewis 2012, Blake and Rule 2015 or Korkmaz et al.

2019).2

As a precursor to our forecast analysis, we demonstrate the utility of the realised and options-

implied distributions and their moments. We show that they can be used to contextualise

rand movements, especially around key events like the 2017 downgrade of South African

sovereign debt, and to summarise the extent of rand uncertainty and tail risk. The options-

implied distribution can also be used to estimate the range of values within which market

participants believe that the rand will trade over a given horizon.

1 We are grateful to Pieter Pienaar for assistance with data, Sechaba Mokobane for help with earlier versions of
the options-implied volatility estimation, Michelle Lewis for the provision of code and Allan Malz and Nick Prisk
for helpful suggestions.

2 For further discussion of the usefulness of information from options for forecasting see Christoffersen et al.
(2013).
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Next, we test whether information on the variance of the realised and options-implied distribu-

tions can be used to refine the SARB’s rand forecasts.3 There is considerable evidence that

the difference between implied variance and expected realised variance evaluated over the

same horizon may help to predict foreign exchange (FX) returns in certain settings. This quan-

tity is known as the variance risk premium (VRP). It measures the cost of hedging a unit of

variance risk, and tends to rise in volatile states of the world when the willingness of investors

to pay for volatility protection rises. The VRP has been shown to have predictive power for spot

exchange rates and is a popular measure of the risk appetite of FX investors (see Egbers and

Swinkels 2015 or Della Corte et al. 2016). It may be particularly relevant in countries such as

South Africa, where investors are concerned about sovereign credit risk.

A number of existing studies have demonstrated the usefulness of the VRP for FX forecasting.

For example, Rombouts et al. (2020) show that the VRP can predict market returns, Londono

and Zhou (2017) show that currency and stock VRPs can predict currency movements, and

Della Corte et al. (2016) show that FX volatility insurance and exchange rate predictability are

related.4 However, there has been little research into emerging market VRPs, and we are not

aware of any studies of the VRP for the rand. Despite receiving a lot of attention in South

African policy debates, there has also been very little research into the relative volatility of

the rand and the factors contributing to it. Notable exceptions are Mavee et al. (2016), who

use the Johannesburg Stock Exchange measure of options-implied rand volatility as well as

generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedascity models of daily rand returns in simple

ordinary least squares (OLS) models to show that commodity price volatility and global mar-

ket volatility are the main drivers of rand volatility and that South African political uncertainty

can explain rand volatility, and May et al. (2018), who suggest that monetary policy surprises

affect returns and volatility in the rand/US dollar exchange rate. In a related vein, Greenwood-

Nimmo et al. (2021) document realised volatility spillovers between emerging and developed

FX markets, and identify the rand as a ‘bellwether’ emerging market currency.

We show that a simple strategy to augment the SARB’s forecast with the VRP leads to sig-

nificant gains in forecast performance, most notably at the 4-quarters ahead horizon, where

it reduces the proportion of forecast errors attributable to bias by 57% and increases the pro-

portion of unsystematic forecast errors by 128%. Interestingly, we find that a subtly different

specification in which the constituent parts of the VRP (the implied variance and a forecast

of realised variance) enter the model separately performs better still, which suggests that it is

not only the VRP but also the level of rand variance that helps predict exchange rate move-

ments. The biggest gain that we obtain is in terms of directional accuracy of the forecasts, or

the accuracy of the model to correctly forecast appreciation or depreciation of the currency.

Our preferred specification correctly predicts the directional change approximately 90% and

3 We limit our attention to the second moment owing to the small sample available for out-of-sample forecast
evaluation.

4 Other papers that demonstrate the usefulness of FX moments for FX predictability include Szakmary et al.
(2003) and Ornelas and Mauad (2019). Jurek and Xu (2013) identify FX risk premia by controlling for cross-
sectional FX moments.
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88% of the time over a 1- to 2-quarters horizon and 3- to 4-quarters horizon respectively. By

comparison, the SARB forecast matches this performance at the 1- to 2-quarters horizon but

performs worse over the 3- to 4-quarters horizon, predicting the directional change correctly

only about 60% of the time. We show that there is therefore considerable scope to enrich the

SARB’s forecasting model with information on the realised and options-implied distributions of

rand returns.

2 Options-implied and realised moment estimation

We consider two different approaches to characterising the distribution of currency returns:

options-implied and realised distributions. Thereafter, we document the historical behaviour of

the distributions of rand returns and assess whether the SARB can use distributional informa-

tion to improve its rand forecasts.

2.1 The options-implied distribution of exchange rate returns

FX derivatives incorporate market expectations of future movements in exchange rates. Op-

tions prices are particularly useful, because they can be used not just to estimate the expected

level of the currency but also to characterise the extent of expected uncertainty and tail risk.

We use options data to estimate the moments of the implied distribution of the exchange rate

that is embedded in the actions of market participants.

FX options are not quoted in currency units. Instead, the convention is for them to be quoted

in implied volatility terms and often as a combination of options (i.e. strategies like ‘straddles’,

defined later).

The models we estimate use market prices for three options strategies to characterise the mar-

ket’s expected distribution of each currency’s values in future. A straddle strategy provides the

expected variance (i.e. the market’s view of future currency volatility), a risk reversal strategy

provides a measure of expected skewness (i.e. the implied risk that the quote currency could

move in a particular direction), and a strangle strategy provides the expected kurtosis (i.e. the

implied probability of large shifts in the quote currency). The strikes (i.e. exercise prices) of

currency options are quoted as ‘deltas’, which measure how much option prices change for

a small change in the currency. Delta approximates the ‘moneyness’ of an option: an at-the-

money option will have a delta of approximately 50, implying that there is a 50:50 chance that it

will expire in the money. To extract information from options prices, a range of exercise prices

for options with sufficient trading liquidity is required. For this reason, most approaches typi-

cally exclude illiquid options, such as ‘deep-out-of-the-money’ options (with deltas approaching

100).

Implied volatilities can be estimated using the formula of Black and Scholes (1973) as the

parameter value that makes options prices (derived from their model) consistent with market

prices. However, the Black-Scholes approach assumes that all options on an underlying asset
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have the same implied volatility. In practice, currency options markets are often characterised

by a ‘volatility smile’: the implied volatilities of options with the same time to expiration tends to

vary across different strikes. The existence of a volatility smile implies that the options-implied

probability distribution of future exchange rate values may not be normal and requires that

the higher moments be estimated since the distributions often have long tails (indicative of

skewness) and/or fat tails (indicative of excess kurtosis).

We use the techniques proposed by Malz (1997) and Malz (2014) to estimate the risk-neutral

probability density from the options data. Whereas the approach of Malz (1997) uses a para-

metric estimation methodology to interpolate over observed volatilities (using at-the-money

and three options contracts at delta of 25), the Malz (2014) framework is based on a non-

parametric estimation approach (using at-the-money and deltas of 10, 25 and 35) and has the

advantage of not requiring strong assumptions about the shape of the volatility smile to be

estimated. Both techniques have been widely adopted among other central banks to estimate

risk-neutral probability densities.

The approach of Malz (1997) is summarised concisely in Gereben (2002), Lewis (2012) and

Blake and Rule (2015). Given the definition of delta as the first derivative of call prices with

respect to the spot rate:

δ=
∂C(S t)

∂S t
, (1)

Malz (1997) proposes a simplification of the call function as:

Ct = N

− log(Qt)−τ(
σ2

2 )

σ
√
τ

−QtN

− log(Qt)−τ(
σ2

2 )

σ
√
τ

 , (2)

where N denotes the cumulative probability distribution function of the standard normal distri-

bution, τ is an option’s time to maturity (i.e. τ= T − t, where T is the settlement date and t the

current date) and σ denotes the volatility of the currency pair. Meanwhile, Qt is the implied

return calculated as follows:

Qt =
Xt

Ft,T
, (3)

where X denotes the strike price and the forward rate, F, is the spot rate, S , adjusted for the

cost of carry to the specific future period:

Ft,T = S te(r−r∗)τ, (4)

where r is the domestic risk free rate and r∗ the foreign risk free rate. Malz (1997) suggests

the following simplification for δ:

δ= e−r∗τ

− log(Qt)−τ(
σ2

2 )

σ
√
τ

 . (5)
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As a continuum of options prices across strikes is needed, Malz (1997) proposes that one

interpolates between available delta quotes to obtain a volatility smile, σ(δ), as follows:

σ(δ) = b0atmt + b1rrt(δ−0.5)+ b2strt(δ−0.5)2, (6)

where σ denotes the implied volatility, atm denotes at-the-money volatility, rr denotes the

quoted risk reversal and str the strangle volatility.5 The location of the smile is described by

atm, rr summarises its skewness and str its kurtosis. To calculate the implied volatility and

δ at every strike price, equations (5) and (6) are solved simultaneously. Thereafter, prices at

every potential strike are generated by substituting the implied volatilities into the call function.

Finally, the options-implied probability density is obtained by twice differentiating the call price

function (see Blake and Rule, 2015, for further details).

The approach proposed by Malz (2014) instead interpolates between the observed values

of the volatility smile using a clamped cubic spline,6 using in- and out-of-the-money deltas.

Following Blake and Rule (2015), the delta for at-the-money volatility can be calculated by

equating the strike price and that day’s spot price in the equation for delta. The next step is to

use the clamped cubic spline to obtain the volatility smile and therefore volatilities at each delta

value. To obtain the necessary volatility-strike pairs needed to construct the call price function,

numerical iteration is used to find a value of implied volatility for which the corresponding delta

at that specific strike price is equal to the delta from the cubic spline, that is an implied volatility

that satisfies: δs+1 = δs where:

δ̂= e−r∗τN

− log( S
X )− (r− r∗− σ

2

2 )τ

σs
√
τ

 , (7)

and:

δs+1 = ak + bk(δ̂−δk)+ ck(δ̂−δk)
2 + dk(δ̂−δk)

3, (8)

with spline coefficients ak, bk, ck and dk that minimise the squared errors between actual

values of implied volatilities, δk, and the constructed knot points, δ̂. Finally, option prices are

calculated for every strike price. As before, the risk-neutral density is estimated numerically

using the second derivative of the call price with respect to each strike price.

We express our estimates in foreign exchange rate return form, as the difference between

the logarithm of each value of the spot rate from the risk-neutral density and the logarithm of

current spot rates. We estimate options-implied moments using both Malz (1997) and Malz

(2014), but use the Malz (2014)-based estimates in our forecasting exercise after demonstrat-

ing that the estimates obtained are similar. All of the data used to estimate our options-implied

moments is sourced from Bloomberg. Apart from daily quotes for the level of the rand, this

5 Malz (1997) uses b0 = 1, b1 = 2 and b2 = 16, noting that this matches the shape of the volatility smile for most
currency pairs.

6 A clamped spline has the advantage of accurately approximating the shape of the curve, provided it is assumed
that the curve flattens before the first and after the last knot points. See Malz (2014) for a discussion.
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includes the quoted rand forward rate, the at-the-money implied volatility, and risk reversal and

butterfly spreads for each maturity we consider (i.e. 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, 9- and 12-month horizons).7

These quotes are used to calculate volatilities for each delta (e.g. d = 10,25,35 when applying

the approach of Malz (2014)) as:

Volatilityd,h,t =
S trangled,h,t +RiskReversald,h,t

2
(9)

where market strangle volatility is calculated as strd,h,t = atmh,t + b fd,h,t. and d is delta, h is

the horizon (i.e. 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, 9- and 12-month) and t is the value for a specific day.

2.2 The realised distribution of exchange rate returns

Unlike the options-implied distribution of exchange rate returns, which is inherently forward-

looking owing to the nature of options contracts, the realised distribution is computed from

historical returns. To construct the realised distribution, we use data on intra-day mid-rates,

which we construct as the mid-point between intra-day bid and offer rates sourced from Re-

finitiv. We adopt the convention of Andersen et al. (2001) and consider a trading day to start

at 21:05GMT and to end at 21:00GMT (roughly between when markets open in the East and

close in the United States). Furthermore, we exclude weekends and fixed and floating US

public holidays, which are associated with thin rand trading. We also eliminate several days

where we observe problems with the Refinitiv datafeed, reflected in strings of zero returns.

The simplest estimator of the realised volatility involves summing the squared intra-day returns,

as follows:

RVt =
n∑

i=1

r2
t,i,

where rt,i is the ith period-to-period intra-day log-return on day t and n is the number of intra-

day observations. The convention is to use five-minute intervals (n = 288), which balances

asymptotic considerations against microstructure noise.

Interpretation of the realised variance is complicated by the fact that it is expressed in variance

units (squared per cent where the underlying returns are expressed in per cent). Conse-

quently, the realised volatility is often provided as an alternative measure of the scale of the

realised distribution that can be expressed in common units. For example, the realised volatility

expressed on an annualised basis in per cent is given by:

RVolt = 100
√

N(RVt),

where N is the number of trading days per year.

7 Butterfly describes the ‘wings’ (i.e. curvature or kurtosis) of the volatility smile.
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The realised skewness of the exchange rate is defined as follows:

RS kewt =
√

n
n∑

i=1

r3
t,i

/
(RVt)

3/2 ,

where, using the rand as an example, RS kewt > 0 indicates that the right tail of the distribution

of rand returns is fatter than the left tail and vice versa for RS kewt < 0. RS kewt > 0 (RS kewt < 0)

implies that there is a tendency toward depreciation (appreciation) of the rand against the US

dollar.

Finally, realised kurtosis measures the mass in the tails of the distribution, with larger values

of RKurtt implying a higher probability of extreme rand returns. It is estimated as follows:

RKurtt = n
n∑

i=1

r4
t,i

/
(RVt)

2 .

3 Estimated rand return distributions

3.1 Options-implied distribution

Options-implied probability densities can be used to measure both the direction of future cur-

rency movements and the balance of risk that the market is pricing in. The evolution of the rand

during April 2020 is a good example. On 20 April 2020, options prices suggested that market

participants expected the rand to continue to trade around its prevailing level with a higher risk

of depreciation than of appreciation (Figure 1). The light blue area shows the range of values

that the rand was expected to be within, with 80% probability, over the next 12 months. Apart

from having a probability mass that is skewed towards higher values of the rand (i.e. rand de-

preciation), the density widens over the horizon, consistent with increased uncertainty over the

range of possible future values of the currency at longer horizons.8

Figure 2 plots the options-implied probability densities for the rand across option maturities

as of 20 April 2020. It shows that the distribution was relatively peaked at shorter maturities,

but much wider at longer maturities, owing to the greater uncertainty associated with longer

investment horizons. Interestingly, market quotes on 20 April implied a sharp shift of the mode

of the distribution toward appreciation between maturities of 9 and 12 months.

8 The accuracy of options-implied distributions depends crucially on the liquidity of the options market. Low
liquidity, particularly for options that are far out-of-the-money, can create volatility in the tails of the implied
distributions over time. The options market for the rand is relatively liquid on average, implying that it should
capture market expectations reasonably accurately. According to the Bank for International Settlements (2019)
survey on currency market liquidity, South Africa’s options market is the 13th largest globally, with daily turnover
of USD268 million.
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Figure 1: Options-implied fan chart for rand over the 12 months from 20 April 2020

Source: Authors’ calculations, estimated using Malz (1997). Additional results based on Malz (2014) available on

request.

Figure 2: Options-implied rand probability density functions (as at 20 April 2020)

Source: Authors’ calculations, estimated using Malz (1997). Additional results based on Malz (2014) available on
request.
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Having estimated a sequence of daily options-implied probability densities, their moments can

be calculated to provide a time series representation summarising the time variation in market

expectations of the rand. Figure 3 plots the estimated moments of the distributions over time

based on Malz (1997) and Malz (2014) at the 1-month ahead horizon by way of example.

While the standard deviations and skewness of the distributions based on Malz (1997) are

very similar to those based on Malz (2014), the estimates of kurtosis are generally slightly

higher based on the former approach, which suggests that the difference between the two

procedures is primarily confined to the tails of the resulting densities.

The implied standard deviation of the rand has historically spiked during periods of heightened

financial and political instability, such as following the global financial crisis, the firing of Finance

Minister Nene in December 2015, the sovereign downgrades in April 2017 and the recent

COVID-19 crisis (panel (a)). During some of these periods (especially the COVID-19 crisis),

the market also priced in a higher risk of rand depreciation than the average over the sample

(panel (b)). Kurtosis of greater than 3 implies that the rand distribution has fat tails relative to

a normal distribution, implying a higher probability of large exchange rate movements than is

normal. The tails of the distribution did not, however, fatten significantly during most of these

volatile periods (panel (c)).

The options-implied distribution can also be used to assess how events affect currency expec-

tations. For example, Figure 4 shows that the sovereign downgrade by S&P Global Ratings

on 3 April 2017 was associated with shifts in the mean of the options-implied rand distribution,

indicative of a higher implied level of the rand at all maturities (i.e. a sustained rand deprecia-

tion). The standard deviation of the distribution was unaffected, indicating that the downgrade

was perceived to be neutral with respect to rand volatility. By contrast, skewness increased

slightly at longer maturities, suggesting that market participants expected that values of the

rand above its mean were subsequently more likely than values below it. The kurtosis also

increased at maturities of three months and beyond, implying market expectations of more

extreme changes in the rand following the downgrade.
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Figure 3: Moments of 1-month-ahead options-implied densities over time
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Source: Authors’ calculations. ‘97’ and ‘14’ refer to the approaches

of Malz (1997, 2014).
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Figure 4: Term structure of implied moments (before and after downgrade)

Source: Authors’ calculations

3.2 Realised moments for the rand

Figure 5 plots daily estimates of the moments of the realised probability density for the rand.9

Consistent with the widespread evidence of volatility clustering documented in the academic

finance literature, the rand exhibits extended periods of high or low realised standard deviation,

with strong persistence. As was the case for the options-implied distribution, the realised

distribution has a marked right-skew and fat tails.

9 Note that we plot daily realised moments in Figure 5, as it is the daily realised variance that is used as an input
in our forecasting exercise below. It is straightforward to construct estimates at other frequencies (e.g. monthly)
if desired.
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Figure 5: Moments of daily realised probability density
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4 Can rand variance be used to improve SARB’s rand forecasts?

The SARB uses a model of the nominal effective exchange rate to create an implied rand fore-

cast for each forecasting quarter.10 These forecasts do not exploit information on the shape

of either the realised or options-implied distributions. Yet the moments of these distributions

convey a great deal of information on realised and expected currency movements. The re-

mainder of this paper tests whether this distributional information can enhance the SARB’s

forecasting framework. Because the SARB’s forecasts are only available quarterly, there is

a relatively small sample size available for forecast evaluation. Therefore, we limit our atten-

tion to the use of second-order moments to keep our models as small as possible. We leave

the development of forecasting models that exploit the higher-order moments of the realised

and/or options-implied distributions of rand returns for future work.

4.1 Implied variance, realised variance and the VRP

The options-implied and realised densities described above are related on a conceptual level.

To see this, note that the options-implied variance for the rand represents a market-based

forecast of the evolution of the realised variance over a horizon corresponding to the options

maturity (and likewise for other moments). In general, the options-implied variance will ex-

ceed the realised variance, because investors typically overestimate the probability of adverse

events. The difference between the implied variance at a given horizon and the expected

realised variance at the same horizon is a widely studied quantity known as the VRP.

The VRP measures the cost to hedge variance risk and also describes the returns from spec-

ulative trades involving the writing of insurance options against FX variance. Such a VRP

trading strategy could provide attractive returns over long periods of time for currencies sub-

ject to downside risk which has not materialised, while a spike in the VRP creates a potential

opportunity for trades that are short variance (i.e. that bear the risk that the VRP narrows in

future). This phenomenon may be able to explain a significant portion of the excess returns

associated with FX carry strategies with long positions in the currencies of high interest rate

economies (see Egbers and Swinkels, 2015; Della Corte et al., 2016).11

Given the international evidence of the forecasting power of the VRP, we begin by testing

whether the VRP can be used to improve the SARB’s forecasts. In practice, expected re-

alised variance is unknown and must be estimated. Early empirical research into the VRP

10 The nominal effective rate is modeled as an identity that incorporates the real effective exchange rate, inter-
national producer price index and domestic producer price index. It is estimated by OLS. The real effective
exchange rate is modelled as a function of interest rate differentials, a risk premium, the ratio of public sector
borrowing requirement to GDP and the VIX.

11 Della Corte et al. (2016), for example, demonstrate that FX VRP helps to forecast cross-sectional FX returns.
Their findings suggest that using VRP in an FX strategy involving buying currencies with ‘low insurance costs’
(i.e. low implied variance relative to realised variance) may provide excess return opportunities, as such curren-
cies tend to appreciate. They show that the predictive power of VRP is not related to risk factors, implying that
VRP developments do not represent compensation for systemic risk and that their usefulness for forecasting
is not based on interest rate differentials but spot returns.
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(e.g. Bollerslev et al., 2009) typically invoked the simplifying assumption that the realised vari-

ance would remain unchanged over the forecast horizon. This assumption has been criti-

cised by Bekaert and Hoerova (2014), who note that a realised variance forecasting model

should be employed instead. To this end, we use a modified version of the heterogeneous

autoregressive-realised variance (HAR-RV) model as set out in Corsi (2009). The model uses

additive volatility combinations to reduce a realised variance model to a simple autoregressive

type model that incorporates information over different interval sizes.

In light of the variance forecasting model comparison conducted by Bekaert and Hoerova

(2014), we augment the HAR-RV model with information on the options-implied variance. The

model has an expanding specification for each h-quarter ahead forecast, where the lag struc-

ture of the model is reflective of the forecast horizon, h. The augmented HAR-RV model for

each forecast horizon can be written as follows:

(i) 1 quarter ahead

RVt = β0 +β1RVt5 +β2RVt22 +β3RVt66 +β4IV3−month
t + ϵt (10)

(ii) 2 quarters ahead

RVt =β0 +β1RVt5 +β2RVt22 +β3RVt66 +β4IV3−month
t +

β5RVt132 +β6IV6−month
t + ϵt

(11)

(iii) 3 quarters ahead

RVt =β0 +β1RVt5 +β2RVt22 +β3RVt66 +β4IV3−month
t +

β5RVt132 +β6IV6−month
t +

β7RVt196 +β8IV9−month
t + ϵt

(12)

(iv) 4 quarters ahead

RVt =β0 +β1RVt5 +β2RVt22 +β3RVt66 +β4IV3−month
t +

β5RVt132 +β6IV6−month
t +

β7RVt196 +β8IV9−month
t +

β9RVt264 +β10IV12−month
t + ϵt

(13)

where RVtm = 1
m
∑m

i=1 RVt−i is the average realised variance over the period t−1 to t−m, IVh
t

is the implied variance at horizon h estimated at time t and ϵt is the error term.

The VRP at horizon h, VRPh
t , is defined as the difference between the implied variance at
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horizon h, IVh
t , and the h-step-ahead forecast of realised variance:

VRPh
t = IVh

t −Et+h,t(RVt), (14)

where Et+h,t() denotes the forecast for period t+ h computed using information available at

time t.

The convention in the equity VRP literature is to focus on a 1-month horizon, in no small part

because the VIX, as the most well-known example of an options-implied volatility statistic, is

defined over that horizon. Adopting the same convention, Figure 6 plots both the RV and the

implied variance (IV) for the rand at the 1-month horizon. As is the case for major currencies

during normal times, implied variance for the rand tends to be higher than realised variance

(Figure 6). This implies that the VRP is positive on average (Figure 7).

Figure 6: 1-month RV and IV for the rand
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In general, one would expect the VRP to fluctuate over time, taking high values during volatile

periods of high risk aversion and lower values or falling in periods of higher risk appetite. In

practice, during volatile periods, RV may rise more rapidly than IV, leading to brief periods

where the VRP is negative. A good example of this can be seen in 2008. At these times,

unhedged VRP harvesting strategies (i.e. those involving the writing of options that provide

buyers with insurance against downside FX risk) will suffer arbitrarily large losses. However,

over our sample period, the VRP for the rand is relatively stable, taking an average value

of approximately 25 variance units. The largest spike in the rand VRP occurred during the

global financial crisis, while the second largest spike in our sample occurred at the onset of

the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 8 shows that the average level of the rand VRP over our

sample period is relatively high by international standards.12

12 We compute the VRP for each currency using the same procedure described above. The only exception is
for the US dollar/Brazilian real, where we find it necessary to augment the HAR-RV model with two shifting
intercepts during the periods of January 2008 to November 2009 and January 2015 to December 2016. Both
of these periods are characterised by dramatic swings in the Brazilian exchange rate. As a result of the sharp
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Figure 7: Rand VRP
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Figure 8: VRP comparison across major currencies
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Source: Authors’ calculations

An interesting question is the extent to which the high relative level of the rand VRP reflects

differences in liquidity relative to other FX markets. Olds et al. (2021) use the same currency

currency movements, the HAR-RV model with a single intercept term produces uncharacteristically poor out-
of-sample estimates. This behaviour is improved significantly by the introduction of shifting intercepts. The
2008-2009 period can be attributed to the aftermath of the global financial crisis. The 2015-2016 period was
characterised by large economic and political shocks. Iron ore and soy beans, which account for 25% of Brazil’s
export basket, saw a dramatic decrease in prices. Furthermore, a combination of political crisis, prolonged
economic recession and an aggressive interest rate cutting cycle contributed to the rapid depreciation of the
currency.
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sample as used in Figure 8 and find that FX liquidity (as measured using FX bid-ask spreads)

has a meaningful impact on the volatility of most currency pairs, including the rand. Olds

et al. (2021) show that periods of higher liquidity are associated with lower FX RV for the

individual currency pairs and that common variation in these currencies tends to be associated

with common variation in FX market liquidity. In the case of the rand, its realised volatility is

strongly affected by global FX liquidity. Interestingly, in the case of the US dollar/Brazilian real,

Olds et al. (2021) find that, although global FX liquidity has a statistically significant impact on

liquidity for the exchange rate, the relationship between liquidity and volatility is relatively weak

in this case.

In addition to testing whether the VRP can be used to enhance the SARB’s rand forecasts,

we also consider the use of its constituent parts separately. Including the VRP linearly in a

forecasting model is equivalent to including the IV and the expected RV separately subject to

the restriction that the parameters on the two regressors share the same magnitude but oppo-

site signs. Consequently, a model where the IV and the expected RV are included separately

(rather than being combined via the VRP) relaxes this restriction and opens the possibility that

the level of realised and/or implied variance, and not just the difference between them, may

have predictive power for the exchange rate.

4.2 Forecast evaluation

Our goal is not to propose a new SARB forecasting model but rather to assess whether infor-

mation on the variance of the rand could be fruitfully incorporated into the SARB’s forecasting

model. We compare three alternatives: (i) the existing SARB forecasts; (ii) the SARB fore-

casts augmented with the VRP via an auxiliary regression, denoted SARB+VRP; and (iii) the

SARB forecasts augmented with IV and RV separately via an auxiliary regression, denoted

SARB+RV+IV.

We construct the augmented forecasts as follows:

yt = α+β1yS ARB
t,t−h +β2xt,t−h + ϵt, (15)

where yt is the actual value of the rand at time t, yS ARB
t,t−h is the SARB’s h-step ahead forecast of

yt that is available at time t−h and xt,t−h is a vector of information for time t that is available at

time t−h that contains either: (i) the VRP; or (ii) the IV and RV (defined in equations 10 to 13).

We exploit the fact that the VRP and its components are updated at a higher frequency than

the SARB forecasts (daily as opposed to quarterly). Specifically, we assume that the SARB

forecasts are produced on the Friday before each Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) meeting

and use VRP, IV and RV estimates as of this date.13 Nevertheless, our approach relies only

on information available at period t and therefore provides a true forecast. We estimate the

13 Although the SARB forecasts may be constructed prior to the last Friday before the MPC meeting in practice,
that Friday represents the last opportunity for them to be updated to reflect revisions to the SARB’s view of the
likely path of the rand prior to the meeting. Consequently, the SARB forecast may be treated as representative
of the SARB’s view as of the Friday prior to each meeting.
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parameters of equation (15) by OLS using data from 2006Q2 to 2017Q4 and perform out-of-

sample forecast evaluation over the period 2018Q1 to 2021Q2 (see Table 3 in the Appendix).14

Figure 9 compares the root mean squared forecast error (RMSFE) of each forecast at horizons

of 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-quarters ahead. Forecast errors tend to be larger at longer horizons owing

to the increase in implicit uncertainty over time. At all horizons, the SARB forecast has the

largest RMSFE, indicating that it has the largest average forecast error of the three models.

Both the SARB+VRP and SARB+RV+IV forecasts yield considerably lower RMSFEs, with the

SARB+RV+IV model marginally preferred at all horizons. This suggests that the implicit pa-

rameter restriction introduced through the use of the VRP in place of the IV and expected RV

is detrimental for forecast performance.

Figure 9: Root mean squared forecast error for each forecasting model
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Table 1 presents the results of a simple decomposition proposed by Theil (1971), whereby

the mean squared forecast error is decomposed into three proportions. The bias proportion

captures the proportion of forecast error that can be attributed to systematic bias in the level

of the forecast, i.e. systematic under- or over-prediction. The regression proportion measures

whether the forecasts are systematically more or less variable than the actual values of the

exchange rate. Lastly, the disturbance proportion represents the part of the forecast error that

is random. The first two quantities reflect systematic sources of error that can be addressed

through refinements to the forecasting model, while the last is unsystematic. Consequently,

for an optimal forecast, the theoretical values of the three proportions are (0,0,1). See Ahlburg

(1984) for further detail.

14 It is important to note that the SARB’s forecasting approach underwent significant changes in 2017 with the
introduction of the Quarterly Projection Model (QPM) (Botha et al. 2017). The SARB exchange rate forecasts
are a consolidation of views based on the SARB’s core model (Smal et al. 2007), QPM and a set of assumptions
about the current state of the economy.
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Table 1: Sources of forecast error

SARB SARB + VRP SARB + RV + IV

Horizon Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Bias 0.125 0.177 0.167 0.510 0.115 0.121 0.156 0.219 0.109 0.113 0.131 0.208

Regression 0.281 0.201 0.118 0.197 0.244 0.226 0.136 0.112 0.228 0.239 0.147 0.077

Disturbance 0.594 0.622 0.645 0.293 0.641 0.653 0.708 0.669 0.663 0.648 0.722 0.715

Source: Authors’ calculations

First consider the composition of the SARB’s forecast errors. Over horizons 1 to 3, the ma-

jority of the SARB’s forecast errors are unsystematic, although the regression proportion is

relatively high for the 1-quarter ahead forecast. However, bias becomes a major contribu-

tor to the SARB’s forecast errors at the 4-quarters ahead horizon, accounting for 51% in the

decomposition. At this horizon, only 29% of the SARB forecast error is unsystematic.

Both the SARB+VRP and SARB+RV+IV models improve on the SARB forecasts in several

respects. First, both deliver a reduction in the bias proportion at all horizons. The gain

at the 4-quarters ahead horizon is very large – the bias proportion of the SARB+VRP and

SARB+RV+IV models are 57% and 59% lower than that of the SARB model, respectively.

Both the SARB+VRP and SARB+RV+IV models also deliver a reduction in the regression

proportion at the 1-quarter and 4-quarters ahead horizons, although both are beaten slightly

by the SARB model at the 2- and 3-quarters ahead horizons. Overall, however, the distur-

bance proportions for the SARB+VRP and SARV+RV+IV models are higher than for the SARB

model at all horizons, indicating that they are less prone to systematic errors than the SARB

approach regardless of the horizon. This effect is most pronounced at the 4-quarters ahead

horizon, where the disturbance proportions for the SARB+VRP and SARV+RV+IV models are

128% and 144% higher than that of the SARB model, respectively. The implication is that aug-

menting the SARB forecast with market data reduces the prevalence of systematic forecasting

errors.

Lastly, in Table 2, we reported estimated hit rates for each model across the four forecast

horizons. As our forecasts are specified in level terms, the hit rate test amounts to testing

whether the forecasts gets the subsequent direction of change in the currency right. The

SARB forecast has a very high hit rate at the 1-quarter ahead horizon, correctly predicting

the direction of the exchange rate change more than 90% of the time. The hit rate drops

over the 2- and 3-quarters ahead horizons before reaching 50% at the 1-year horizon, which

indicates that the SARB forecasts perform no better at predicting the direction of the rand one

year ahead than tossing a fairly weighted coin. The SARB+VRP model is beaten by the SARB

forecast at horizon 1, matches it at horizon 2 and outperforms it substantially at horizons 3

and 4. Meanwhile, the SARB+RV+IV model matches or beats the directional accuracy of the

SARB forecast at all horizons. Its performance is remarkably consistent across horizons, with

the hit rate remaining in the range 0.875 to 0.909 throughout. Consequently, the gain relative

to the SARB forecast is particularly striking at the 1-year horizon, where the SARB+RV+IV

model correctly the predicts the direction of change almost 90% of the time compared to just
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50% of the time for the SARB forecast. The difference in hit rates between the SARB+VRP

and SARB+RV+IV models indicates that removing the restriction implicit in the definition of

the VRP has a much larger effect on directional forecasting accuracy than on other aspects of

forecast performance.

Table 2: Hit rates across forecast model specifications

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

SARB 0.909 0.800 0.667 0.500

SARB + VRP 0.818 0.800 0.778 0.625

SARB + RV + IV 0.909 0.900 0.888 0.875

Source: Authors’ calculations

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we begin by characterising the distribution of rand returns in both an historical and

a forward-looking manner. We show that the realised and options-implied probability densities

of the rand can be used to construct narratives contextualising currency movements and that

the options-implied probability density can be used to identify the range within which market

participants expect the rand to trade in the future.

Next, we undertake a forensic study of the SARB’s historical rand forecast errors and show

that information on the realised and implied variance of the rand can be used to improve the

SARB’s forecasts in several important dimensions. Not only can this information be used to

reduce the magnitude of the SARB’s forecast errors at all horizons, but it can also be used

to mitigate systematic errors in the SARB’s long-horizon forecasts. Arguably the biggest gain,

however, lies in improving the directional accuracy of the SARB’s forecasts. While the SARB’s

4-quarter ahead forecast is equivalent to a fair coin toss in terms of directional accuracy, a

model augmented with realised and implied variance measures yields directional accuracy

of 87.5% at the same horizon. Given that exchange rate forecasts feed into a central bank’s

assessment of inflationary pressure arising from imported goods and services, optimising their

directional accuracy is essential for an inflation-targeting central bank.

We close by highlighting several avenues for continuing research. First, while we do not pro-

pose a new forecasting model in this paper per se, our results motivate for the development of

an updated SARB forecasting framework that uses information on market expectations. Sec-

ond, although our analysis is limited to the use of second-order moments owing to the small

sample of SARB forecasts available for evaluation, there may be gains from using higher-

order moments and risk measures for forecasting purposes. Skewness measures may be

particularly relevant, as they explicitly convey information on expected directional changes in

the currency. Lastly, it would be useful to benchmark the SARB’s augmented forecasts against

historical market analyst forecasts.15

15 At present, the only available source of historical market analyst forecasts of which we are aware, Consensus
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Appendices

Table 3: Forecast combination with SARB forecast and RV and IV

Dependent variable:

USDZAR

(1-Q ahead) (2-Q ahead) (3-Q ahead) (4-Q ahead)

β1 0.997∗∗∗

(0.025)

β1 0.989∗∗∗

(0.040)

β1 0.998∗∗∗

(0.055)

β1 1.012∗∗∗

(0.072)

β21 5.699∗∗∗ 5.686∗∗∗ 7.054∗∗∗ 9.571∗∗∗

(0.544) (0.251) (0.792) (0.809)

β22 −9.173∗∗∗ −2.753∗∗∗ −5.768∗∗∗ −4.505
(1.585) (0.970) (01.018) (0.855)

Constant 0.027 0.310 0.309 0.089
(0.257) (0.408) (0.553) (0.721)

Observations 46 46 46 46
R2 0.976 0.938 0.891 0.831
Adjusted R2 0.974 0.933 0.883 0.819
Residual Std. Error (df = 41) 0.419 0.671 0.890 1.106
F Statistic (df = 3; 41) 552.315∗∗∗ 206.586∗∗∗ 111.516∗∗∗ 67.423∗∗∗

Note:∗ implies statistical significance at 10%; ∗∗ at 5%; ∗∗∗ at 1% significance.
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